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So youâ€™re planning to open a showroom and are looking at options for furnishing and store decor.
Well, if thatâ€™s the case then certainly you must have come across laminates on your search online or
offline. Laminates are today an integral part of every store decor as it has evolved in design and
colour and texture over the last decade coming up with many needful elements that have changed
the interior decoration industry functioned.

Yes today there are many types and varieties of laminates available in the market. Some of the
most sought after categories are decorative laminates, and laminate countertop.  Whether youâ€™re
working to design your stores or youâ€™re working for your home decor, decorative laminates come in
handy anywhere and everywhere. Especially when we are talking about store decoration, laminates
industry has done wonders to the nascent concept of store decoration by introducing the magical
and most useful store fixtures. 

Store fixtures are these exclusive store fittings that have hit the market today with a rage. A few
examples of store fixtures would be laminate countertops, cubicles, partitions, wall chests and false
ceilings, all made in decorative laminates. In fact, the advantage of using store fixtures from the
laminate family is that with the availability of decorative laminates one can give their store a unique
and exclusive look and feel. Wondering how?

Try out the sturdy and trendy laminate counter top to showcase the best of your products. The
colorful and designer decorative laminate film on the countertop will further accentuate the value of
the product showcased on it and there by making your products an instant hit. 

Another quick idea is to use false partitions and cubicles if your store demands exclusivity â€“ for
example if you are opening a spa, salon, or a service oriented store where people would like some
private time. Store fixtures for these industries play a very crucial role, if your partitions and cubicles
are rickety and unattractive, your store will reflect a hideous appearance which may affect the
footfalls. Whereas, if you use store fixtures with decorative laminates then you can give your
cubicles a neat and tidy look and in turn attract more and more customers. What else can a
businessman ask for! 
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Smith - About Author:
Greenlam offers the best a laminate counter top  solutions in Asia. Greenlam laminates are of high
aesthetic value, are sustainable, eco-friendly and immensely durable. Greenlam offered a
decorative laminates, a store fixtures  and high pressure laminates are hugely popular in the market.
For more visit Greenlam.com/Singapore.
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